COUNCIL REPORT:
OLLI’s subversity council for COVID restrictions has announced that starting with summer term, 2021, our beloved Herring Center will open to all members: Men’s classes on Monday, Wednesday, and Fridays and Women’s classes on Tuesdays and Thursdays.

Saturday bonus events will be held virtually on zoom and welcome men (M) and women (W) to the same workshops: How to replace pj’s with real clothes; and Name them or Tame them: extra nose hairs, extra pounds; and Bringing Haircuts Back: classy choices for the new generation.

To respond with your opinions, press continue, select your topic, provide your identification number, date of birth, and membership history, certify that you have had two vaccinations in the past four months. (You may “selfie” the spot on your arm where you received these).

And remember, the M in men is actually a woman’s W turned on its head. See you in class.

by A.F. Day

OLLI Gets Start-up Guidelines from Holy Pristine Tertiaries

Just down the road from OLLI is the the Holy Order of Pristine Tertiaries, recently named top spot in the nation for plague and disease management. According to their spokesperson, the Pristine Tertiaries have not had so much as a common cold for the past 14 months. “How do they do it?” asked council president David Johnson. "The trick is Just Don’t Touch. Nothing! “ they told David. “Once you get your robe on in the morning, stick your hands into your sleeves and Leave them there!”

Drastic as it seems, the OLLI council which has been wrestling with mask rules, coffee rules, chair arrangements and parking regulations, decided to go all in with the Holy Tertiary approach and require members to wear “monks’ habits” (available in Furman colors from the Furman bookstore) for total body coverage. They can order the extra long sleeves which simply drape over the hands, or the extra full for criss-crossing arms and inserting each hand into its opposite sleeve, monogramed with OLLI RULES; JUST DON’T TOUCH!

There will be Back to School zoom classes in Habit Management and tips for performing daily tasks without ever removing hands from their sleeves.

A.F. Day/anon. 2021

BREAKING NEWS  * BREAKING NEWS

CLEMSON and FURMAN OLLI MERGER IN FINAL STAGES

Clemson has decided to discontinue its OLLI program. Clemson OLLI will therefore be merged into Furman OLLI. Director Nancy Kennedy announced that due to the increased number of students, classes will be added at the Daniel Chapel Garden Room, North Village Bldg J and in a portable classroom trailer pulled into the parking lot.

Next meeting April 31. Be there!

Sue Renault and Bernie Showman deny writing this stuff.

April Fool's falls on April 1 this year.